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Some EMM statistics

- Gathers approximately **150,000 new news articles per day**
- In ~ **50 languages**
- **From ~ 3750 news portals** world-wide (roughly 10,000 pages/RSS feeds)

- Classifies all news according to **hundreds of subjects and countries**.
- (~1400 category definitions, ~35,000 key word patterns and pattern combinations)
- **24 / 7**: Runs 24 hours per day, 7 days a week.

- Started in 2002
- **Up to 1.5 Million hits per day** for public websites (EMM NewsBrief, MediSys, NewsExplorer)
- But more importantly, 25,000 visitors/day on the public sites

- Developed, built, maintained and run by the JRC.
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The importance of multilingual information gathering

Italian - German

English - French

Spanish - Portuguese
Various **multilingual parallel corpora** in up to 22 languages (23 official EU languages minus Irish), e.g.:
- JRC-Acquis (total of over 1 billion words; available since May 2006);
- DGT-TM (total of 57 million translation units; developed by DGT; since 2007, extended in May 2012);

**Multilingual multi-label categorisation software** JRC EuroVoc indexer:
- Trained for 22 languages (**released in May 2012**)

**Multilingual named entity resource JRC-Names**:
- 27 different scripts and many more languages;
  Up to 413 spellings for a single name;
- Collected by analysing up to 100,000 news articles in up to 20 languages since 2004; partially augmented through Wikipedia.
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